Raw data of all the chemo-and stereoselectivity measurements are provided in this supporting information. Data are ordered according to the different enzymes.
In the upper part of the diagram, the results for chemoselectivity are given. On the x-axis the different solvents are sorted according to the respective concentration (v/v) (buffer: buffer control without any organic solvent, we: reaction mixtures without enzyme, ws: reaction mixtures without substrates). On the y-axis, the concentration of every product after 24 h is given in mM.
Results for stereoselectivity are placed below. The x-axis again shows the different solvents in different concentrations and the enantiomeric excess (ee) is plotted on the y-axis. Negative values correspond to an excess of the S-enantiomer.
In some cases, the data collection was split. Independent controls were carried out for every time point. In the graphs, only one sample without enzyme (we) and without solvent (ws) is shown because these samples never showed activity. However, the buffer controls (buffer) without solvent addition did differ. Therefore every result was analyzed in relation to its own buffer control. In the plots, the buffer controls for the different measurements can always be found in a row at the end of each split set. 
